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Introduction: Matching consumer health vocabulary with professional medical terms is an important task for medical
information retrieval, knowledge sharing, and effective health communication. Previous approaches studied mining
consumer health vocabularies (CHV) with hand-crafted heuristics on medical search logs1 and community-generated
content2 . Though the professional-consumer concept pairs mined through these approaches are very accurate, many
relevant pairs could be missing. In other words, the recall is low. In this pilot study, we propose to match professionalconsumer concept pairs through text embedding approaches. Text embedding approaches have proven to be very effective in capturing the similarity between words and phrases3 , which can yield high recall of professional-consumer
concept pairs. We first learn the representation of the medical concepts with a large amount of unlabeled text. Afterwards, the professional-consumer concept pairs are matched according to the similarities of their embeddings.
Methods: We first learn word embeddings from large-scale text corpus and then represent a medical concept as
the average of word vectors it contains. Three corpora are used to train word embeddings: 2.2 million MedHelp
posts (consumer-generated text), 7 million Medline abstracts (professional-generated text), and 4.7 million Wikipedia
articles (general-domain text). We use the Skip-gram model3 to learn word embeddings and calculate the similarities
between concepts as the cosine similarity of their word embeddings. The results are evaluated using a ranking-based
metric, the mean reciprocal rank (MRR). Given a professional (consumer) concept in a CHV pair, we rank candidate
medical concepts by cosine similarity to the query. Ideally, the corresponding concept in the pair is ranked high.
We use a large collection of candidate medical concepts and ground truth professional-consumer concept pairs. We
collect all English medical concepts in the UMLS as the concept collection and use two existing CHVs as the ground
truth pairs: CHV-1 from Vydiswaran et al.2 and CHV-2 from Zeng et al.1 To ensure fair comparison between word
embeddings learned on different corpus, we filter out concepts that contain out-of-vocabulary words for any corpus.
This gives us 494K medical concepts from UMLS, 892 concept pairs from CHV-1 and 124K concept pairs from CHV2. We randomly select 1000 pairs from CHV-2 to make the sizes of CHV-1 and CHV-2 comparable for evaluation.
Results and Discussion: Our initial results show that it is feasible to identify alternative medical concepts by using
professional or consumer concepts as queries in the concept embedding space. The MRR values indicate that on
average, a professional or consumer concept is about 14th closest to its counterpart in CHV-1 and about 7th closest in
CHV-2. Note that this is only the result on a small subset of the large medical concept collection where we have ground
truth. We will generate an extended list of related concept pairs and pseudo-label them as professional- or consumeroriented using the propensity measure2 . This list can then be checked by medical experts and expand current CHVs.
This will open up the opportunity to build more extensive CHVs with minimal effort from practitioners.
To make the concept embedding specialize in professional-consumer vocabulary translation and continuously improve
itself, we are developing a semi-supervised representation learning algorithm. The algorithm uses a small set of known
CHV pairs as the supervision signal, and learns word embeddings (and the way to compose word embeddings into a
concept embedding) such that consumer concepts and professional counterparts are close to each other. With more
and more supervision pairs, the recommended alternative concepts will become more precise.
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